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Abstract—With the trend of constructing Internet protocol
(IP)-based systems, modern power grids are involving into inte-
grated networks made up of cyber and physical infrastructure
with the goal of improving stability, reliability, and efficiency.
Cyber technology is the backbone of modern power grid op-
eration, yet vulnerabilities in the cyber network can introduce
cyber-enabled disruption of physical components, which may
lead catastrophic outcomes. Thus, cyber-physical equipment as-
sessment is needed for modern power grids to better prepare
against unexpected contingencies. In this paper, the digital relay
is representative of cyber-physical equipment in power grids
since it is a connector between the cyber network and the
physical infrastructure. This paper presents two methods to
evaluate cyber-physical risk of all digital relays in a power
system. These methods are based on cyber-physical architecture
and critical clearing time respectively. The analysis is conducted
on an 8-substation model with its cyber network and cyber-
physical architecture. The ranks of each digital relay provide
useful information for situational awareness in modern power
grids. An online framework that evaluates cyber-physical assets
in power systems from these two perspectives is presented.

I. INTRODUCTION
With increased integration of cyber technology, power

systems are undergoing a transition toward automated cyber-
physical systems. Recent innovations for hardware and soft-
ware of cyber networks in power systems are emerging. On
the hardware side, the upgraded power grids are equipped with
intelligent electronic devices (IEDs) [1] which can support
various communication protocols in both serial-based and IP-
based system, to achieve supervisory control and data acqui-
sition (SCADA), remote control, peer-to-peer communication,
etc. [2]. On the software side, energy management systems
(EMS), communication architectures, and cyber security algo-
rithms have been applied to ensure the reliability, integrity and
security of modern power grids [3].

As a critical infrastructure, modern power grids deserve
attention more than before, not only due to their importance
for daily and industrial life, but also because of increased
potential vulnerabilities within the system in both physical and
cyber domains. Several major blackouts happened in 2003,
including the U.S-Canadian blackout, the Southern Sweden
and Eastern Denmark blackout, and the Italian blackout [4].
All these major blackouts started from a small problem in
the physical infrastructure; then, another failure in the EMS
software or substation equipment left operators unaware of
conditions in the system, leading to a wrong decision. Millions
of lives have been affected, and great economic loss occurred
in those incidents. In 2015, the Ukraine power grid cyber
attack caught public attention [5]. A third party illegally hacked

into the SCADA systems and disconnected seven substations,
causing large area power outages for three hours. To avoid
those incidents from happening again and to protect the power
systems, security analysis and situational awareness studies for
systems are necessary.

In this paper, digital relays are treated as a representative
of cyber-physical equipment, and a new cyber-physical assess-
ment method based on transient analysis is presented. What if a
cyber attack falsifies the settings of digital relays? These latent
incorrect settings may cause unsatisfactory dynamics in the
system, leading to unstable transients and cascading failures.
This kind of cyber attack can invoke hazards to power systems.
Thus, both steady-state analysis and transient analysis are nec-
essary for cyber-physical security assessment. Additionally, the
Cyber-Physical Security Assessment (CyPSA) [6] is presented
as a comparison to the new method. These two methods are
tested on an 8-substation system [7].

The contributions of this paper are threefold. First, it
proposes a method of evaluating the compromised cyber-
physical assets’ transient impact to power systems and tests
the method on an 8-substation system. Then, by comparing the
new method with CyPSA, it can be found that the outcome
of steady state impact analysis due to cyber attack can be
quite different from the transient analysis. Finally, it presents
an online framework that can run these two cyber-physical
security assessments simultaneously.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Background
on modern power grid security is presented in Section II. Sec-
tion III presents an 8-substation model with its cyber-physical
architecture, which is the testbed for subsequent analyses.
Section IV illustrates how to use CyPSA to prioritize the digital
relays in the 8-substation system. In Section V, we consider the
situation of falsifying relay settings to affect critical clearing
time (CCT), which is defined as the longest fault duration
allowable for system stability [8]. We evaluate the digital relays
and specific circuit breakers in the 8-substation model based
on transient analysis during the post-fault. In Section VI, the
comparison and discussion of two kinds of rankings for digital
relay is presented. An online framework that runs CyPSA and
CCT based transient analysis to evaluate the cyber-physical
assets in power systems is presented in Section VII. More
discussion and future work is in Section VIII.

II. BACKGROUND ON MODERN POWER GRID SECURITY
ANALYSIS

Modern power grids are cyber-physical systems (CPS) that
integrate cyber networks with physical infrastructure. As stated
in [9], there is a need for a more comprehensive set of activities
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for ensuring that critical infrastructure systems are prepared to
operate in an uncertain multi-hazard environment. In modern
power grids, hazards may involve contingencies in physical
infrastructure and cyber attacks in the cyber network. A lot of
work has been done in both areas.

Traditional power system analyses and studies, like con-
tingency analysis [10], stability analysis [11], etc., consider
the outcome of the loss of a transmission line or generator
and explore the limits of the system to provide a guideline
for improved construction and operation of power systems
to ensure reliability and stability. The study of security-
constrained optimal power flow (SCOPF) [12] and security-
constrained economic dispatch (SCED) [13] highlight impor-
tant contingency situations, for which the system should be
able to maintain its stability and reliability. However, such
analyses only focus on the physical infrastructure.

For cyber security, the traditional information technology
(IT) security system is an important starting point. IT security
includes the intrusion detection systems and encryption and
authentication mechanisms that can protect the system from
potential adversaries. However, it is undeniable that the cyber
security systems for CPS require some differences from tra-
ditional IT security. One important distinction is that software
patching and frequent updates are often not suitable for control
systems in CPS due to real-time availability requirements
[14]. Such system upgrades need to be scheduled carefully.
Moreover, bad data injection is a potentially serious problem
in power systems. In [15], it is shown that with enough
information on system topology, to bypass state estimation and
inject false data is possible.

To deal with cyber-oriented grid threats, vulnerability as-
sessment of the cyber network is necessary. In [16], Ten et
al. evaluate the vulnerability of SCADA systems from the
perspective of system, scenario, and access point. To quantify
the outcome, they study the potential loss of load if there is
an intrusion. In [17], Hug et al. present a method to determine
which measurements may be utilized by an attacker to keep the
attack hidden from bad data detection in AC state estimation,
which can provide guidance for operational personnel about
which measurements deserve more attention and verification.

Situational awareness studies in power systems are also
necessary and helpful for operational personnel in preparing
for unexpected incidents. A real-time assessment tool for
situational awareness enhancement in modern power systems
has been introduced in [18], which utilize phasor unit measure-
ments (PMUs) and decision trees to assess post-contingency
issues. Panteli et al. review work on situational awareness in
power systems, including its definition, outcomes of insuffi-
cient situational awareness, and methods to improve situational
awareness in power systems [19]. Recommendations include
increasing the accuracy of state estimation, improving graphi-
cal user interface (GUI) effectiveness, etc., but it also empha-
sizes the need for more efforts to optimize the performance of
system operators.

For CPS, a vital element to protect is the cyber-physical
equipment; in power systems, that connects the physical in-
frastructure and cyber network. Instead of analyzing power
systems separately in physical and cyber domains, a security-
oriented cyber-physical situational state estimation (SCPSE)
for power systems was proposed in [20], which combines the
information from cyber networks and physical infrastructure to
detect false data and provide an improved estimation of cyber-

physical state. S.Zonouz et al. present a unified formalism to
model the cyber-physical system to assess the potential impact
of cyber-physical contingency in [21]. Then, [22] presents an
online framework for cyber-physical modeling and assessment
to model the dependencies between the cyber and physical
systems and to identify weak points in systems. The toolset,
CyPSA, is presented in [6], which utilizes information about
cyber-physical architecture to identify the most critical cyber
assets and the attack path that induce the most severe physical
impacts to systems.

III. CYBER-PHYSICAL ARCHITECTURE OF AN
8-SUBSTATION SYSTEM

An 8-substation system [7] is the testbed for cyber-physical
equipment assessments in this paper. All the detailed informa-
tion of the 8-substation system is presented in Fig. 1. Fig. 1a
presents the power system model with expanded bus topology.
Based on predefined substation topologies, PowerWorld Sim-
ulator [23] can convert the case into an expanded substation
topology representation. Each red box in the figure represents
a circuit breaker (CB). Unlike a traditional planning model,
an expanded substation topology, also called a full-topology
model [7], shows a detailed cyber-physical architecture of the
power system, which is important for analyzing the effect
of losing specific cyber-physical equipment. Fig. 1b presents
the control network of the 8-substation system in Network
Perception’s NP-view software [24], which simplifies the task
of visualizing and understanding the network connections by
showing the firewall and network path. A detailed cyber
network with IP addresses of each cyber-physical equipment
is demonstrated in Fig. 1c. Each IP address corresponds to a
digital relay that controls CBs in Fig. 1a. The cyber-physical
architecture is important for the following CyPSA and the CCT
perturbation based transient analysis.

IV. CYPSA FOR THE 8-SUBSTATION SYSTEM
Since real-time availability is a requirement for modern

power grids, reasonably allocating resources for patching vul-
nerabilities in power systems is significant. To meet such
requirements, CyPSA [6] utilizes the information of cyber-
physical architecture to identify the most critical cyber asset
and the attack path that induces severe physical impact to the
system. In this way, operational and protection teams can be
better prepared for such contingencies.

A. Metrics of CyPSA
CyPSA provides a rank for cyber-physical equipment based

on performance index (PI), cyber cost (CC) and security
index (SI). PI is used to quantify the impact of the outages
on the physical system. It measures the severity of the trans-
mission line outages, due to an adversary following path p(i),
based on the subsequent line overloads.

PI(p(i)) =
∑
l∈L

[max{ fs(l)

fMAX(l)
− 1, 0}]2 (1)

Here, L is the set of all lines, fs(l) denotes flow on line l in
state s induced by adversarial actions, and fMAX(l) denotes
the maximum flow allowed on line l. CC utilizes the lowest
cost vulnerability to reach a particular asset. Vulnerability
scores V (a) are obtained from the National Vulnerability
Database (NVD) [25].
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a b c

Fig. 1. 8-Substation System: a. Power System Model in Powerworld; b. Cyber-physical model in NP-View; c. Cyber topology with IP address [7]

CC(p(i)) =
∑

a∈p(i)

min{V (a)} (2)

With PI and CC, SI can be calculated by the inverse cost CC
multiplying the attack impact PI as equation (3).

SI(p(i)) =
PI(p(i))

CC(p(i))
(3)

In this way, CyPSA identifies the most critical cyber asset
and attack path for operation panel by prioritizing low cost,
high-impact attacks.

B. Rank of Relays Based on CyPSA

Fig. 2. CyPSA Analysis for Node 10.31.1.201

Fig. 2 shows the result of CyPSA for the 8-substation
system. With the compromised node, whose IP address is
10.31.1.201, CyPSA provides a detailed cyber-physical analy-
sis with the calculation of PI, CC, and SI. The results also
rank all possible attack paths from the source node to the
destination node. The first row of CyPSA shows the PI and
CC that the compromised node 10.31.1.201 induces to the
system. And the most critical cyber asset in this scenario is
the node 10.31.1.103 with the highest SI . Though the CC of
all attack paths are the same, the PI of the node 10.31.1.103
is the highest, which means the loss of this node brings the
most severe hazard to the system among all nodes. Moreover,
CyPSA stores the current status of analysis. If any change of

physical system or cyber network property happens, CyPSA
can update the current analysis, and the previous results can be
stored for reference. In this way, a real-time analysis based on
CyPSA can provide more insights to operation and protection
to prepare for unforeseen contingencies.

V. CRITICAL CLEARING TIME BASED TRANSIENT
ANALYSIS OF THE 8-SUBSTATION SYSTEM

When there is a fault in a power system, the protective
relays have to clear it before the critical clearing time (CCT)
to avoid a cascading event in the system to ensure stability.
Therefore, intuitive questions arise. What if the relay is com-
promised by certain cyber attacks and clears the fault after the
CCT requirement? What if the communication from relay to
CB is delayed by certain attack? What if the CCT is wrong?
With these considerations, this paper presents a rank of digital
relay based on the transient analysis considering the situation
that the CCT settings of the relay is falsified making the fault
cleared after CCT.

A. Methods of Determining CCT
CCT is a complex function of pre-fault system conditions

and post-fault system conditions. As a significant parameter
of power systems transient stability, there are several ways
to determine the CCT, including numerical integration [26],
Lyapunov theory (direct method) [27], and artificial neural
networks (ANN) [28].

PowerWorld Simulator [23] has implemented a critical
clearing time calculator based on the method of bisection [29].
At the beginning, limits are defined for the fault. After that,
system stability is checked at the mid-point of these limits. If
the system is stable, then the lower stability limit of the interval
is replaced by the mid-point value. Otherwise, the upper value
is replaced by the mid-point value. This procedure is repeated
until reaching the required precision. The simulated system
stability depends on power system topology and generator
models in the system. In this paper, the generator model is set
as GENOUR. The required precision is set by the WECC
reliability criterion [30].

B. Transient Analysis Based on Falsified CCT
To analyze the transient impact of a digital relay if it is

compromised, this paper considers a scenario that a certain
cyber attack compromises the digital relay by injecting a
small perturbation to relay’s pickup time settings, making
the system clear the fault after the CCT requirement. Since
the falsification of pickup time setting is hard to recognize
and the consequence could be catastrophic, the assessment of
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digital relay from this perspective provides helpful situational
awareness for operational panel to prepare against the potential
hazards within the system. To quantify the transient impact,
this paper introduces the transient impact index (TII) in
equation (4)

TII(r(i)) = min{(fmax−c − fmax−o), 5} (4)

Here r(i) represents the digital relay in the system, which
could be represented by the relay ID or the CB number
controlled by the relay. fmax−c is the maximum frequency in
the system if the digital relay is compromised. The fmax−o
is the maximum frequency in the system when the digital
relay clear fault on CCT. The difference between these two
frequencies provides a good indicator of system stability in
the transient realm. From test results, once the difference is
bigger than 5Hz, there will be a cascading event making the
system completely unstable from the transient perspective and
the TII is assigned a value of 5.

C. Rank of Relay Based on Transient Analysis
For the 8-substation system, with the expanded topology,

there is communication network with relays, and CBs on
transmission line and substations. One relay can control more
than one CB in the system. Thus, to present the result in
a clear format, the rank of digital relay is classified into
two categories, transmission level and substation level. For
transmission level, the rank uses the transmission line number,
which means the attack happens in the transmission line relay
and related CBs. For substation level, a more specific attack on
CB is considered, so the rank uses the CB number and relay
IP address. Moreover, to have a comprehensive assessment
of the cyber-physical equipment in the system, there are two
perturbations added into CCT, 0.05 seconds and 0.1 seconds
respectively, which are labeled as CCT1 and CCT2 in the final
result. The footnote pattern is the same for fmax−c and TII .

TABLE I and TABLE II present the rank for all digital
relay for transmission lines based on the perturbation of
0.05 seconds and 0.1 seconds respectively. TABLE III and
TABLE IV show the rank of digital relay and corresponding
CB for substation Cypress Creek with the perturbation of 0.05
seconds and 0.1 seconds respectively. From test results, it can
be found that, some relay with longer CCT is more sensitive
to the perturbation than the relay with shorter CCT, which
means the perturbation on CCT affects the transient stability
regardless of CCT values.

In TABLE I and TABLE II, the rank for transmission line
is the same under two perturbations to CCT. With the increase
of the perturbation on CCT, the TII is also increasing. In
this way, some transmission line that is more important for
the system’s stability can be easily found and more attention
needs to be paid to those lines. The same pattern also works
for the CB rank in TABLE III and TABLE IV. In this scenario,
the relay and the CB that need more attention is easily spotted,
since the rank is based on the relay IP and CB number.

Generally speaking, the CCT perturbation based transient
analysis provides a more detailed evaluation of specific cyber-
physical assets in power systems. The relay and CB are both
ranked in this transient analysis, which can guide maintenance
and protection personnel to check the functionality of those
devices according to their priority to the whole system?s
security. Additionally, the highest TII is not the relay and

Transmission
line

CCT CCT1 fmax−c1 fmax−o TII1

37-39 0.094271 0.144271 61.7494 67.2551 5
38-40 0.094271 0.144271 61.7761 67.2277 5
42-51 0.138542 0.188542 61.8702 67.1567 5
18-36 0.085417 0.135417 61.5257 62.728 1.2023
11-21 0.085417 0.135417 61.5078 62.6836 1.1758
24-48 0.085417 0.135417 61.5281 62.6939 1.1658
22-28 0.076563 0.126563 61.3391 62.4308 1.0917
32-49 0.085417 0.135417 61.0911 61.7688 0.6777
14-26 0.138542 0.188542 61.7029 62.3434 0.6405
3-7 0.15625 0.20625 61.8452 62.4766 0.6314
6-7 0.15625 0.20625 61.8069 62.4019 0.595

TABLE I. TRANSMISSION RELAY ASSESSMENT WITH THE CCT
PERTURBATION OF 0.05S

Transmission
line

CCT CCT2 fmax−c2 fmax−o TII2

37-39 0.094271 0.194271 61.7494 71.6191 5
38-40 0.094271 0.194271 61.7761 70.8092 5
42-51 0.138542 0.238542 61.8702 111.5619 5
18-36 0.085417 0.185417 61.5078 73.8985 5
11-21 0.085417 0.185417 61.5281 83.701 5
24-48 0.085417 0.185417 61.5257 109.4446 5
22-28 0.076563 0.176563 61.3391 64.9319 3.5928
32-49 0.085417 0.185417 61.0911 62.5359 1.4448
14-26 0.138542 0.238542 61.7029 63.1098 1.4069
3-7 0.15625 0.25625 61.8452 63.2212 1.376
6-7 0.15625 0.25625 61.8069 63.1409 1.334

TABLE II. TRANSMISSION RELAY ASSESSMENT WITH THE CCT
PERTURBATION OF 0.1S

CB
Number

Relay IP CCT CCT1 fmax−c1 fmax−o TII1

23-25 10.31.1.104 0.08542 0.13542 61.5393 62.7301 1.1908
15-18 10.31.1.102 0.08542 0.13542 61.4919 62.6806 1.1887
21-25 10.31.1.105 0.08542 0.13542 61.4969 62.6621 1.1652
24-25 10.31.1.101 0.08542 0.13542 61.5135 62.6641 1.1506
15-19 10.31.1.102 0.08542 0.13542 61.4915 62.6377 1.1462
15-17 10.31.1.102 0.08542 0.13542 61.4912 62.6369 1.1457
17-19 10.31.1.103 0.08542 0.13542 61.4912 62.6369 1.1457
19-25 10.31.1.103 0.07656 0.12656 61.3492 62.4646 1.1154
22-25 10.31.1.105 0.07656 0.12656 61.321 62.3956 1.0746

TABLE III. CIRCUIT BREAKER AND RELAY ASSESSMENT IN CYPRESS
CREEK WITH THE CCT PERTURBATION OF 0.05S

CB
Number

Relay IP CCT CCT2 fmax−c2 fmax−o TII2

23-25 10.31.1.104 0.08542 0.18542 61.5393 62.7301 5
15-18 10.31.1.102 0.08542 0.18542 61.4919 62.6806 5
21-25 10.31.1.105 0.08542 0.18542 61.4969 62.6621 5
24-25 10.31.1.101 0.08542 0.18542 61.5135 62.6641 5
15-19 10.31.1.102 0.08542 0.18542 61.4915 62.6377 5
15-17 10.31.1.102 0.08542 0.18542 61.4912 62.6369 5
17-19 10.31.1.103 0.08542 0.18542 61.4912 62.6369 5
19-25 10.31.1.103 0.07656 0.17656 61.3492 62.4646 4.2183
22-25 10.31.1.105 0.07656 0.17656 61.321 62.3956 3.5149

TABLE IV. CIRCUIT BREAKER AND RELAY ASSESSMENT IN CYPRESS
CREEK WITH THE CCT PERTURBATION OF 0.1S

CB that have the shortest CCT, which shows the necessity to
use perturbation to analyze transient stability of the system.

VI. DISCUSSIONS OF TWO CYBER-PHYSICAL
ASSESSMENT METHODS

CyPSA is an online tool that considers the complexity of
cyber attacks and the outcome of cyber attacks on different
cyber assets to provide situational awareness for operations.
Besides, with the change of power system networks, cyber
networks or the compromised nodes, the rank is also updated.
These features make CyPSA a reliable prototype for cyber-
physical assessment in power systems.

The transient analysis based on perturbation on CCT is
focused on the outcome from a cyber attack on a specific
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relay and its circuit breaker. The unexpected action of pro-
tection systems can induce more hazards to power systems.
From test results, there are two important findings. First, the
digital relay and CB have the shortest CCT is not the most
sensitive to the perturbation. Thus, it is necessary to utilize this
kind of perturbation method to determine the most important
cyber-physical equipment in the system to ensure its transient
security. Secondly, the kind of transient analysis in this paper
can provide a reference for protection systems construction.
Not only does the relay need to be carefully set up and secured
from both cyber network and physical infrastructure, some CBs
and the communication from relay to CB also needs better
care. Therefore, the TII is an importance index for cyber-
physical equipment in power systems, which indicates system
stability if it is compromised.

By comparing the rank in Fig. 2 with TABLE III, it can
be discovered that the rank from CyPSA and the rank of TII
are quite different. There are several reasons. First, CyPSA
considers both the outcome in the power systems and the
attack complexity, but TII only considers the outcome from
the power system transient stability. Second, TII considers
the cyber asset with specific relay and its CB, but CyPSA
considers the most sever situation that happens in the system
if one cyber asset is compromised. Third, TII assigns the
same value to all unstable situations, which may ignore each
unstable situation’s severity, but CyPSA calculates the specific
PI and CC for each relay to indicate the severity. However,
the CC for all nodes in CyPSA is the same in the test scenario.
The difference of two ranks thus only reflects the outcome of
the cyber attack on the power system. TII discovers specific
physical nodes in power systems that greatly affect stability to
systems, which is not considered in CyPSA.

IEDs
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EA RTAC
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AXION
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(SEL-2523)

DC RTAC

Other DC RTACs
Other DC RTACs

Other EA RTACs
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DNP/TCP

DNP/TCP
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Fig. 3. Typical Substation Automation System Topology [31]

VII. THE ONLINE FRAMEWORK OF RUNNING CYPSA
AND CALCULATING TII

An automated cyber-physical architecture extraction and
management system (AEMS) is presented in [31]. The goal of
AEMS is to feed the cyber-physical model from field IEDs to
various power system analyses. In order to calculate the TII ,
AEMS should also collect the relay model and settings. In

this way, the transient stability models of relays and the cyber-
physical architecture of power systems can both be extracted.
Sending such information to PowerWorld Simulator, the TII
for each relay and CB can be calculated.

Fig. 3 presents a typical substation automation system
(SAS) topology, where the real-time automation controller
(RTAC) from Schweitzer Engineering Laboratories (SEL)
plays an important role. The data concentrator RTAC (DC
RTAC) collects various data from IEDs in the field, which can
be utilized in AEMS to extract the cyber-physical architecture,
power topology, cyber topology, etc. Besides, RTAC supports
Flex Parse protocol, which can be used for polling the relay
setting from field digital relays [32]. This feature can help feed
PowerWorld Simulator the relay model information, such that
the transient stability model and cyber-linked model of relay
can be constructed.

The online framework of performing CyPSA and calculat-
ing TII is presented in Fig. 4. Using this framework, CyPSA
and TII analysis can be automatically applied to any power
system networks. With the DC RTAC in the SAS, the cyber-
physical architecture, relay settings, and topology information
of the power system can be extracted by an AEMS. The
AEMS can manage such information to applications including
PowerWorld Simulator and construct the cyber-physical archi-
tecture with the transient stability model. To calculate TII ,
two transient contingency analyses for interested relay and
CB are required. One is the normal contingency. The other
one is injected perturbation on clearing time. With equation
(4), the TII can be calculated. Moreover, the cyber-physical
architecture information and topology information can also be
utilized by CyPSA, as presented in [6] and [32].

VIII. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
This paper presents two methods of assessing cyber-

physical equipment in modern power grids to provide situ-
ational awareness for operation and protection personnel to
enhance grid security. CyPSA utilizes the information of cyber-
physical architecture to identify the most critical cyber asset
and the attack path. The transient analysis calculates TII for
each relay with specific CB under perturbation to CCT, which
can be used for finding the most critical cyber host and its
physical client. Test on the 8-substation system demonstrates
the rank of each digital relay based on CyPSA and TII
respectively. Finally, this paper presents a general framework
to accomplish online calculation for both methos.

The rank from CyPSA and TII are not exactly the same,
because they analyze cyber assets from different perspectives.
To utilize these two analyses thoroughly, it is recommended
to use the CyPSA in the energy management center since it
uses information related to transmission line outages, which
is important for operation of transmission networks. The TII
analysis emphasizes dynamic impact of cyber assets and their
physical hosts. Thus, the rank of TII can provide better situ-
ational awareness of power system equipment in substations.

Future work will test both methods via the proposed online
framework in more complex systems via a range of threat
scenarios. Finally, choosing a good perturbation on CCT and
classifying the similar TII into the same rank can make this
kind of analysis more practical and easier to implement.
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